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Metro Exodus DLCs (v2.0.0.0 + All DLCs + MULTi14) [FitGirl Repack, Selective Download] from 25.5 GB. + My
Version (v.2.0.0.0 + All DLCs + MULTi14) [FitGirl Repack] from 35.5 GB (32:.). Update: I plan to keep my old
version if anyone wants it,. Metro: Exodus (+ Bonus Content, MULTi14) [FitGirl Repack, Selective Download]
from 34 GB. Edit: I'll stick with it though. Seed it for those with poor. Searching for: metro exodus in: ; Metro:
Exodus (+ Bonus Content, MULTi14) [FitGirl Repack, Selective Download]134, 527, 1641, Feb. 20th '19, 35.9.

Metro Exodus (+ Bonus Content, MULTi14) [FitGirl Repack, Selective Download] from 31.6 GB. Search for:
Metro Exodus in: ; Metro Exodus (+ Bonus Content, MULTi14) [FitGirl Repack, Selective Download - from 31.6
GB]134, 527, 1641, Feb. 20th '19, 29.9. Metro Exodus (+ Bonus Content, MULTi14) [FitGirl Repack, Selective

Download] from 32.3 GB. Search for: Metro Exodus in: ; Metro Exodus (+ Bonus Content, MULTi14) [FitGirl
Repack, Selective Download - from 32.3 GB]134, 527, 1641, Feb. 20th '19, 29.9. Metro Exodus (+ Bonus
Content, MULTi14) [FitGirl Repack, Selective Download] from 33 GB. Search for: Metro Exodus in: ; Metro

Exodus (+ Bonus Content, MULTi14) [FitGirl Repack, Selective Download - from 33 GB]134, 527, 1641, Feb.
20th '19, 29.9. Metro: Exodus Gold Edition (v1.0.0.7 + All DLCs + Bonus Content + MULTi14) (From 55.8 GB)
[DODI Repack]. Source : 23.0 + Bonus Content (From 85.7 GB) [DODI Repack] The repack is based on the ISO
image Metro.Exodus.Gold.Edition-CODEX: codex-metro.exodus. Amiga, Steam, Youtube Trailer (From 63.8 GB)

[MULTi14] Metro Exodus (MULTi14) [DODI Repack] is an upcoming first person action game. 12 May, the
Metro: Exodus MULTi14 Repack-FitGirl. The repack is based on the ISO image Metro.Exodus.Gold.Edition-

CODEX: codex-metro.exodus.
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to be honest, i wasn't
actually sure if this mod was
even going to work before i
tried it. i'd never modded
metro before and had no
idea what i was getting
myself into. but i was

pleasantly surprised by how
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well it all went. it took me a
little while to figure out

what i was doing but, once i
did, i had it installed and
running in no time. it also

required almost no work at
all to do, which is a big plus

in my book. it took me
about two hours total to get

everything installed and
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running. the mod can be
found on the nexus mods

website and i'd highly
recommend checking it out.
it's a pretty great mod, and
you should totally give it a
try if you haven't already.
this mod is to replace the
original fallout 4 "multi14"
and "multi14x" versions of
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the mod with the fallout 4
"repack-fitgirl" versions.

there are a few changes to
make some of the new

fallout 4 weapons work with
the mod, and i did my best

to make sure the mod would
work with the new version of

the game. if you want to
check out the changes, you
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can look at the mod's
readme file. it's pretty long
and easy to read, so you
should have no trouble

figuring out what's going on.
the only changes to the mod

i didn't make are the
changes to the fallout 4

weapons. it's pretty easy to
make those changes
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yourself, and you can find
those instructions below the

mods file. as always, feel
free to ask any questions in
the comments below and i'll

be glad to help you out. i
hope you enjoy the mod as

much as i do! if you've
already got the multi14 mod
installed, you can just delete
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the "multi14" folder in your
"fallout 4 - data" folder, and
you should be good to go. if
you don't, just download the
repack-fitgirl version of the
mod from the nexus mods
website (linked to above).
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